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Abstract
Grain boundaries play a key role in the performance of thin-film optoelectronic devices and yet
their effect in halide perovskite materials is still not understood. The biggest factor limiting
progress is the inability to identify grain boundaries. Non-crystallographic techniques can
misidentify grain boundaries, leading to conflicting literature reports about their influence;
however, the gold standard – electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) – destroys halide
perovskite thin films. Here we solve this problem by using a solid-state EBSD detector with
6,000 times higher sensitivity than the traditional phosphor screen and camera. Correlating true
grain size with PL lifetime, carrier diffusion length and mobility, shows that grain boundaries are
not benign but have a recombination velocity of 1670 cm/s, comparable to that of crystalline
silicon. We also observe amorphous grain boundaries that give rise to locally brighter
photoluminescence intensity and longer lifetimes. This anomalous grain boundary character
offers a possible explanation for the mysteriously long lifetime and record efficiency achieved in
small grain halide perovskite thin films. It also suggests a new approach for passivating grain

boundaries, independent of surface passivation, to lead to even better performance in
optoelectronic devices.
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Halide perovskite, amorphous grain boundary, grain size effect, electron backscatter diffraction
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Introduction
Minimizing non-radiative recombination is critical to achieving high efficiencies in
optoelectronic devices. Halide perovskites are an emerging class of semiconductors whose
optoelectronic properties are tolerant to defects1,2, relative to conventional semiconductors.
Although the trap density in polycrystalline perovskite films is typically 1014 - 1016 cm-3 (as high
as fifty per million unit cells)3,4, their photovoltaic power-conversion efficiencies exceed 20%5.
Single-crystalline perovskites exhibit far lower trap densities (as low as 1010 cm-3)6, and this
difference indicates that polycrystalline thin films possess additional sources of non-radiative
recombination such as more bulk defects, less well-passivated surfaces, or grain boundaries.
To improve the efficiency of devices made from polycrystalline perovskites, it is
necessary to push the trap density of these films to lower values, toward those reported for single
crystals. To achieve this, we first must understand which of these sources of non-radiative
recombination is most important to reduce, a task that is complicated by the conflicting reports
regarding whether grain boundaries in halide perovskite films are beneficial or detrimental7-9.
Several studies10-15 on CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite films with grain boundaries less than 5 µm show
that carrier lifetime, mobility, and diffusion length increase with grain size, as does the power
conversion efficiency of solar cells. These correlations suggest that grain boundaries contribute
to non-radiative recombination and reduce device performance. Improvements in performance
have also been reported for films with grain size even up to the millimeter-scale 16. In contrast,
Kelvin probe force microscopy studies of CH3NH3PbI3 films have shown that grain boundaries
are beneficial for charge separation and collection7, and theory has suggested that PbI2 at grain
boundaries can be beneficial,17 supporting an earlier hypothesis18,19. Furthermore, experiments
examining the effects of grains on photovoltaic performance have indicated that heterogeneity of
local voltage20 and crystal facets21 near grain boundaries are important factors.

All of these studies on perovskite films have inferred the grain size and grain boundary
locations based on optical or scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, which contain no
crystallographic information. Therefore, the first step toward understanding the complex effects
of grain boundaries is quantifying their local crystallographic metrics. Traditionally, electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is the gold standard for measuring grain size, orientation and
boundary location in thin film samples. However, its use in halide perovskites has been
hampered by beam-induced damage, making EBSD mapping impossible in thin film samples so
far. There has been one report of single spot EBSD measurements, which was limited to single
crystals where grain boundaries cannot be studied.22
Here we use a new type of solid-state EBSD detector with 6,000 times higher sensitivity
than the traditional camera and phosphor screen to collect EBSD maps of grain size and
orientation in CH3NH3PbBr3 thin films. We developed a thin film deposition protocol that allows
us to control the resulting average grain size over a large range between 1 and 60 microns. We
show that the average grain size measured from EBSD is different (up to a factor of ~1.9) from
what is inferred from optical and SEM images. Furthermore, we correlate the accurate values
with photoluminescence intensity and lifetime, minority carrier diffusion length, and mobility.
Larger grain size (even up to 60 microns) is generally beneficial for all properties. Although
most samples show crystalline grain boundaries, samples with amorphous regions at the grain
boundaries show properties better than expected according to their grain size. The longer PL
lifetime and higher PL intensity at these amorphous regions suggests that amorphous interfaces
can improve optoelectronic properties, perhaps either by improving grain boundary passivation
or gettering native defects. Putting the grain size dependence of optoelectronic properties into a
recombination model shows that grain boundary recombination plays an important role in the
maximum achievable solar cell and LED efficiency up to grain sizes approaching a millimeter.
Results
Grain size control and grain boundary determination
In order to systematically study grain boundary effects, we used a deposition procedure
that produces continuous and highly oriented films of CH3NH3PbBr323. We dissolve
Pb(CH3COO)2•3H2O and CH3NH3Br in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) in a 3.05:1 ratio. Changing
only the spincoating time allows us to tune the grain size over a range of 1-60 microns by

controlling the nucleation density of an intermediate phase that converts to perovskite upon
annealing (details in supplementary note 1, Figure S1-S3).24-27 This method successfully
decouples the nucleation and growth steps of the film and therefore offers control over its final
grain size on a variety of substrates such as glass, silicon, TiO2, and ITO (Figure S4).
We carried out EBSD measurements in an electron microscope that was equipped with a
solid-state detector initially designed as a position sensitive, single photon counting detector,
from which other applications such as ion and electron detection have evolved (Figure 1a).28,29
The sensor is equipped with an electronic noise free circuit, and therefore provides high
sensitivity and fast readout, which enable us to acquire clear EBSD maps of halide perovskite
films on glass quickly before damaging the samples. We used an optimized beam current of 100
pA at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV, with a pixel dwell time of 100 ms. The electron dose
needed for acquiring EBSD maps here is 6,000 times lower than what was previously necessary
for single crystal samples using the traditional phosphor screen and camera (6nA for 10 s)22.
Back-scattered electrons escape from the tilted sample and are projected onto the detector in a
pattern of spherical bands that reflect the Bragg angles of the local crystal lattice (Kikuchi
lines)30. By scanning the beam across the sample, we collected a pattern from each pixel and
indexed it to the cubic CH3NH3PbBr3 lattice to construct a map of the film’s local
crystallographic orientations.
Figure 1b-e shows EBSD maps of the CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite prepared with different
spinning times. The grain size becomes larger with reduced spinning time (at a given spin
speed), which is consistent with trends inferred from SEM (top panel Figure 1b-e). Most crystal
grains are oriented in the [001] direction and the surface orientation propagates throughout the
whole film (Figure S10). On samples with larger than average grain size, however, the
population becomes more dispersed to higher index orientations of [101] and [111]) because of
many smaller crystal grains trapped among adjacent larger grains (bottom panel Figure 1b-e).
The mean of the distribution of apparent grain sizes obtained from optical images differs from
the mean of the distribution obtained using EBSD (Figure 1g, the method in Figure S5).
Typically the difference is less than 40%, but in one particular case (orange trace), the optical
images indicate an average grain size of more than a factor of 1.9 larger than the actual grain
size. Figure 1f shows the origins of this discrepancy between an SEM image and its
corresponding EBSD map. Some pixels of the map show no Kikuchi pattern, for instance area 4;

this indicates a disordered region, which could contain amorphous (not fully crystallized)
material31, nanocrystalline perovskite with grains much smaller than our interaction volume
(~250 nm based on Monte Carlo simulation; Figure S6) or a composite of the two. From EBSD
data alone, we also cannot rule out the influence of surface roughness (Figure S9). The
observation of disordered regions occurs primarily in the sample with an average grain size of 32
µm. In the optical image, such regions would be incorrectly classified as part of their neighboring
grains. Furthermore, the identical Kikuchi patterns between domain 1 and 2 in Figure 1f (across
the dashed line) indicate that they are one grain, while their morphology (based on the SEM)
suggests there is a grain boundary. In another area (solid line in Figure 1f), the SEM suggests
there is no grain boundary but the EBSD map shows that one is present.
To further resolve the origins of the disordered region at the grain boundary, we carried
out synchrotron-based nanoprobe X-ray diffraction (nano-XRD) on the sample with <32 µm>
grain size (details in supplementary note 3, Figure S11). On the basis of the nano-XRD analysis,
where no scattering is detected at the grain boundary, the disordered grain boundary regions
appear to be amorphous. Figure 1h shows a region of grain boundaries where we detected
neither scattering from oriented perovskite [001], nanocrystalline perovskite phase, intermediate
phase, nor precursor traces of PbBr2. Our nano-XRD scattering geometry was set to detect [001]
scattering, but since other orientations such as [101] or [111] can be easily indexed from the
EBSD maps (on smooth surfaces), we believe that the disordered regions at the grain boundaries
where we detect neither EBSD nor nano-diffraction intensity are amorphous.
Little is known about the crystallographic nature of grain boundaries in halide
perovskites; however, thermodynamically the main characteristics of grain boundaries can be
inferred by their crystallographic misorientation angles which can be acquired from the EBSD3235

. Using crystallographic misorientation angles, we can calculate the interfacial energy among

adjacent grain boundaries (details in supplementary note 2, and Figure S7). For [001] crystal
orientation (83% of the CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite film studied here), the grain boundary
interfacial energy increases with crystal misorientation angle up to 14°, but then fluctuates
without a pronounced global minimum for samples with both the small (<4 µm>) and large (<54
µm>) grain size (Figure 1i). A pronounced global minimum surface energy at high
misorientation angle is typically associated with a special boundary, called coherent twinning
(e.g. Σ3 or Σ5) which is often observed in other photovoltaic semiconductor materials (CdTe,

chalcopyrite, InP, GaAs, and mc-Si)36-40. Removing twinning defects has been shown to improve
solar cell performance39,40. Although such twinning was previously found on CsPbX3 (X = Cl,
Br, I) perovskite nanocrystals41, and CH3NH3PbI3 thin film42, we have not been able to observe it
here, even within a smaller spatial resolution of our large-area EBSD mapping (16 nm resolution,
100 nm stepsize, Figure S9), or on the higher index crystal orientation [101] and [111]. In mc-Si
for example, the desire to avoid generation of recombination-active intragranular defects such as
dislocations and twins has led to a recent trend of reduced grain sizes to improve solar cell
performance43-49. In contrast, the absence of twinning itself in our films indicates that higher
excess interfacial energy at the grain boundary is always induced in order to equilibrate any
general structural dislocation (further details of the consequence in supplementary note 2, Figure
S8).
Grain boundary effects on photoluminescence
To understand how the grain boundaries in CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite films affect photogenerated charge carriers, we recorded photoluminescence (PL) decay profiles on samples each
having a different grain size distribution (Figure 2). The PL peak was at 534 nm, which is
typical for CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite, and the integrated intensity between 475-600 nm was used
for the lifetime curves. Figure 2 shows that when the PL signal, measured locally, is averaged
over the entire map, samples with larger grains yield higher PL intensity and longer lifetimes. In
the sample with the largest grains, the apparent grain boundaries appear dark (particularly in the
lifetime map), which is consistent with their role as a source of non-radiative recombination and
would explain the general trend of longer lifetimes in films with larger grains (further discussion
regarding the evolution of recombination coefficients, and the effect of diffusion is in the
supporting note 4). Unexpectedly, however, the sample with medium-sized grains (Figure 2b)
shows PL intensity 30 times brighter and lifetimes 3 times longer at the apparent boundaries as
compared to the center of the grain. Using wide-field illumination under a wide-range of
excitation (1016 to 1018 cm-3) does not alter this increased PL lifetime near the apparent grain
boundaries, and therefore indicates that carrier diffusion outside of the collection spot or waveguiding effects are not responsible for this effect (details in Supplementary note 4, Figure S13S14)13,50,51. Furthermore, by analyzing the local PL intensity as a function of carrier density both
near the apparent boundaries and in the center of grains, we confirmed that local variations in

doping are also not responsible for the difference in PL intensity (Supplementary note 4,
subsection local doping effect, Figure S15). EBSD maps together with nano-XRD analysis
indicate that these grain boundaries consist of an amorphous phase (Figure 1h). Secondary ion
mass spectroscopy (SIMS) maps taken with 192 nm pixel size and x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis suggest that the bulk and surface composition of the sample with
amorphous boundaries do not differ compared to the other samples with crystalline boundaries.
There are some local compositional variations that are similar across all films, but these
variations do not correlate with the spatial variations in the PL lifetime or intensity (details in
Supplementary note 7, and 8, Figure S19, and S20). Interestingly, the qualitatively different
nature of such an amorphous phase at grain boundaries could explain the mysteriously long
lifetimes, large local variations and excellent efficiency seen in some small grain halide
perovskite thin-film devices. Furthermore, known chemical passivation treatments might also be
creating amorphous regions or surface layers that could account for some of their effectiveness8,
72

. Our measurements show that the amorphous phase has higher PL intensity and lifetime than

the bulk perovskite; however, the longer lifetime does not necessarily indicate improved
photovoltaic performance, which depends on the charge carrier diffusion length that is a function
of both carrier lifetime and mobility52.
Grain boundary effects on carrier diffusion lengths
To understand the role of grain boundaries in halide perovskites on electronic transport,
we used the steady-state photocarrier grating (SSPG) technique to measure the ambipolar chargecarrier diffusion length within the films12,53. This technique relies on measuring lateral carrier
transport in the film in the presence of sinusoidal laser interference (an optical grating) created
by two monochromatic lasers (450 nm excitation wavelength) where one laser is weaker than the
other. Any carrier diffusion length longer than the interference periodicity will smear out the
grating’s amplitude, and therefore the sample’s conductivity can be measured. By monitoring
how the sample’s conductivity changes as a function of the period of the grating, the minority
carrier diffusion length can be extracted (details in supplementary note 5)54,55. Using a similar
laser excitation wavelength for the SSPG and PL measurements (480 nm), we expect the
distribution of the photo-generated carriers to be similar, given that all the films have similar
background carrier concentration (Supplementary note 5 and Figure S18). We carried out the

measurement on the same samples used earlier for the PL studies and observed that the minority
carrier diffusion length increases with grain size (Figure S17). The diffusion lengths extracted
range from 168 nm to 548 nm with increasing grain size from <4 µm> to <54 µm>. This data
clearly shows that the increased grain size still improves the lateral carrier transport, even if the
grain size is two orders of magnitude larger than the diffusion length.
Statistical correlation of grain sizes and optoelectronic properties
Generally we observed that CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite films with larger grains yield
longer PL lifetimes; however, PL lifetimes for the <32 µm> grained film were longer than
expected (Figure 2 and Figure S13 at variable excitation intensity). For each sample, we
collected approximately 20 maps of PL lifetime, each from a different spot, and tabulated the
trap-assisted (monomolecular) lifetime as a function of grain size in Figure 3a. Each data point
represents an ~80 x 80 µm2 PL lifetime map. We find that the mean PL lifetime (see the
distribution on the right y-axis, Figure 3a) of the <32 µm>-grain sample is longer than that of
the <54 µm>-grain sample, even under wide-field illumination (Figure S14), which suggests that
the grain boundaries in the <32 µm> sample have a different electronic character than those in
the other samples. This special electronic character is consistent with the amorphous nature of
the grain boundary. Figure 3b shows that the diffusion length increases with grain size. The
absence of the anomaly at <32 µm> grain sample suggests that the increase in PL lifetime is
coupled to a decrease in carrier mobility.
To quantify this relationship, we used Fourier decomposition to solve the steady-state
diffusion equation and fit this analytical solution to the data (details in supplementary note 6).
We modelled and fit the data numerically; however to obtain an intuitive picture, we can
approximate the dependence of carrier diffusion length on grain size by examining the first term
in a truncated Fourier expansion56-64:
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diffusion coefficient of the polycrystalline thin film, G is the grain size, L is the asymptotic value
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where SFB is front or back surface recombination velocity (assumed to be the same), and W is
film thickness. G, L, D, Ld and W are known from the experiments, whereas SGB and SFB were
used as free fitting parameters. The values of L and D depend on the quality of the bulk
perovskite material and are the asymptotic values of the experimental data for Ld and D
calculated using the Einstein relation and the asymptotic effective mobility (µeff) at which the
effect of grain boundaries is no longer relevant (Figure 3b-c). After global optimization, we find
the solutions for SGB, SFB, L, and D in our sample are 1670 ± 50 cm/s, 27 ± 1.5 cm/s, 0.61 µm,
and 0.18 cm2/s, respectively. Note that with a surface recombination velocity (SFB) 30 times
lower than the grain boundary recombination velocity (SGB), grain boundaries still play a
significant role in transport up to a grain size of ~20 µm (~35% contribution to Ld). For larger
grains, the surface recombination then becomes more influential. Grain boundary recombination
accounts for 80% of the reduced Ld when the ratio W/L is 1 (perovskite thickness of 610 nm);
much smaller values for W/L (less than ~0.01) are needed before surface recombination
dominates. The grain boundary recombination velocity in our polycrystalline CH3NH3PbBr3 film
is comparable to the surface recombination velocity of single crystalline CH3NH3PbBr3 reported
by Yang et al.65 The recombination velocity at the grain boundary for a halide perovskite has not
been reported before, but the values obtained here fall around an order of magnitude higher than
that of unpassivated CdTe66 and similar to passivated mc-Si67,68 or CIGS69,70.
We can calculate an effective mobility indirectly from the diffusion length measurement
(Figure 3b) and the PL lifetime data (Figure 3a). We find that, except for the <32 µm>-grain
sample, the effective mobility increases with grain size (Figure 3c); a similar trend was
previously reported for CH3NH3PbI3 films10. In the <32 µm> grain-sample, the amorphous grain
boundaries appear to limit mobility because this sample’s diffusion length is unchanged, while
its lifetimes are anomalously long. The mobility in our CH3NH3PbBr3 samples ranges between
~1.5 to 7.5 cm2/V.s, similar to the values estimated from PL quenching measurements71. The

effective mobility presented here is the intrinsic ambipolar transport mobility which will be
dominated by the excess carrier with shorter diffusion length (details in Supplementary note 5
and Table S2), thus isolating any effect from transporting layers.
Implications for perovskite thin films, solar cells, and future research
Understanding the role of grain boundaries in perovskite solar cells is essential to push
these devices to their peak performance. As a first approximation, grain boundary effects in
halide perovskite films have been neglected when the grain size is much larger than the film
thickness16 and all grain boundaries have been treated as having the same effect on performance.
In halide perovskite films with grain sizes comparable to the film thickness (less than 1 µm)
some studies have reported that grain boundaries reduce mobility10, diffusion length12, and solar
cell performance11, but they did not use a crystallographic technique to measure grain size. Such
work led to more recent attempts to passivate surfaces and grain boundaries to improve device
performance72-74. Until now, grain boundary passivation studies have focused on chemical
passivation, but without studying the crystallographic nature of the grain boundaries, it is not
possible to exclude crystallographic rather than chemical effects. In fact, our study showing
highly disordered (likely amorphous) material at some grain boundaries with anomalously high
PL intensity and lifetime suggests that chemical passivation may not be the only contributing
factor. It is therefore valuable to revisit current chemical grain boundary passivation studies to
see if there are any crystallographic changes in the films induced by the use of additives intended
for passivation. In this report, we provide a more detailed view of grain boundaries. We have
shown in a CH3NH3PbBr3 system made from a lead-acetate precursor that grain boundaries still
play a dominant role in the optoelectronic properties up to the range of <20 µm>, after which
surface recombination dominates. We also show that crystalline grain boundaries behave
qualitatively differently than those containing amorphous perovskite. The relatively high surface
recombination velocity of CH3NH3PbI3 (450 cm/s)75 compared to our films (27 cm/s) suggests
that grain boundaries will become a major source of losses in record solar cells once
improvements in CH3NH3PbI3 surface passivation are made.
To examine such effects, we model a solar cell and compute the maximum attainable
photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) based on our film’s characteristics (SGB = 1670 cm/s,
SFB = 27 cm/s, L = 0.61 µm, and D = 0.18 cm2/s, details in supplementary note 6). The solar cell

consists of a planar polycrystalline CH3NH3PbBr3 absorber layer sandwiched between two
transporting layers (TiO2, and NiOx) and metal contacts (FTO, and Au). Carrier transport is
assumed to be isotropic; however, given recent reports on rapid carrier diffusion within
grains8,51, carrier transport within a perovskite thin film might be more accurately modeled
anisotropically and therefore, our results can be considered an upper bound for the detrimental
influence of grain boundaries. Figure 4a shows simulated J-V curves of solar cells with different
grain sizes (homogeneous grain size for each). The grain size primarily regulates the open circuit
voltage (Voc), with minimal impact on the short-circuit current density (Jsc). If we assume a grain
size distribution (as observed experimentally), then there is significant heterogeneity of the
simulated local voltage of each individual grain. Since the full device can be modelled as a
collection of individual grains connected electrically in parallel, the Voc is limited by the smallest
grains in this distribution76. For example when the width of the distribution is ~30% of the
average grain size, the Voc drops from ~1.5 V to ~1.33 V, precluding simple experimental device
studies of the effect of grain size because samples with larger grain sizes also have wider
distributions (inset in Figure 4a). Both the average and the distribution must be taken into
account. This heterogeneity effect, however, is almost negligible if the device is stacked laterally
resembling an interdigitated back contact solar cell77. In this regard, moving toward
monocrystalline thin films for solar cells is still necessary for better device performance:
completely removing grain boundaries from a 4 micron grain size halide perovskite film would
increase Voc by 110 mV (8%) in a solar cell with ideal contacts (67 mV increase in Voc with
simulated contact losses, Figure 4a). Clearly, minimizing the effects of grain boundaries is still
required to improve the device performance.
Next, we simulated the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of our films by
assuming that all losses at the grain boundary, on the front/back surface, and in the bulk
contribute to monomolecular trap-assisted recombination. The analytical expression of equation
1 and 2 can be used to convert the minority carrier diffusion length into an effective lifetime that
is inversely proportional to monomolecular recombination coefficient as a function of grain size
(details in the supporting note 6). The carrier density required to reach a PLQY of 1% is reduced
by one order of magnitude when we increase the grain size from 4 µm to 54 µm, and by two
orders of magnitude when all grain boundaries are removed (monocrystalline film, Figure 4b).
Having relatively large grain sizes up to 54 µm is still not enough to reach the monocrystalline

total integrated PLQY. We estimate that a half-millimeter grain size is required to get 96% of the
monocrystalline performance, which is particularly important for 1 sun applications.
In conclusion, here we show the importance of using a true crystallographic measurement
when studying the effect of grain boundaries in halide perovskite thin films. This is not only
necessary for proper identification of grain boundaries but also enables deeper insights from
studying dependence on misorientation angle, disorder at the interface, and heterogeneity in
grain size. Using EBSD, we find that twinning does not play a role in the CH3NH3PbBr3 films
studied here, but the grain boundary recombination velocity of 1670 ± 50 cm/s plays a key role
in lowering performance. Our modeling suggests that increasing the average grain size (and
uniformity) to close to a millimeter or drastically lowering grain boundary recombination
velocity is necessary to approach the limiting efficiency potential. Interestingly, under certain
conditions amorphous regions can form at the grain boundaries, increasing photoluminescence
intensity and lifetime without degrading carrier diffusion length. These results might explain the
conflicting literature reports of grain boundary effects in halide perovskites: crystalline grain
boundaries are detrimental to performance while amorphous regions can provide excellent
passivation and longer lifetimes.
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Figures

Figure 1. Electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) maps of CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite
films with different grain sizes. (a) Schematic of our EBSD measurement. Collection of
scanning electron-microscope (SEM) image (top panel) with its corresponding EBSD grain maps
(middle panel), and distribution plot of crystallographic orientations (bottom panel) of perovskite
films with 4 ± 1.7 µm (b), 10 ± 4 µm (c), 32 ± 7 µm (d), and 54 ± 17 µm (e) grain sizes. The
EBSD maps for 32 ± 7 µm grain size show disordered regions near the grain boundary (featured

as a white colour). The color maps do not represent the actual crystallographic orientation. (f)
Deceiving features of grain boundaries showing two contrasting cases where the boundary that is
visible under SEM (top left panel; indicated by the white dashed line) is not an actual grain
boundary from the EBSD (see the corresponding EBSD maps; top right panel); whereas within
the apparent smooth grain under SEM (top left panel; indicated by the white line), there is an
invisible grain boundary (top right panel; see the different colour maps under the EBSD). The
bottom panel shows Kikuchi bands obtained by averaging multiple diffraction patterns per pixel
within one scanning area (~200 – 600 pixels). The scanning areas 1 and 2 show identical Kikuchi
bands, and this pattern is different than that of scanning area 3. Scanning area 4 shows no distinct
backscattered diffraction. All scale bars are 50 µm. (g) Kernel density distribution of the grain
size statistic (with a bandwidth of h = 0.337)78 obtained from the EBSD compared with darkfield optical images. The size of the grains obtained from the optical images can be misleading
(by a factor of up to 1.9). (h) Top left: SEM image of grain boundary region. Bottom left:
Summed scattering intensity across the (002) MAPbBr3 peak when rocking θ=12.86°, 13.47°,
and 14.07° with 2θ fixed at 26.94°. The dashed lines are guides to the eye. Scale bars are 4 um.
Top right: Diffraction pattern at the ”GB” point highlighted in the scattering intensity map
(bottom left). Bottom right: diffraction pattern at the “Bulk” point highlighted in the scattering
intensity map. Scale bars 3 mrad. Neither intermediate nor PbBr2 phases were detected along the
grain boundaries (Figure S11). (i) Grain boundary surface energy as a function of grain
boundary misorientation for (001) crystal orientation and two grain sizes.

Figure 2. Photoluminescence (PL) intensity and lifetime of CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite films
with different grain sizes. PL intensity maps with 4 ± 1.7 µm (a), 32 ± 7 µm (b), and 54 ± 17
µm (c) grain sizes showing local heterogeneity is more pronounced near the apparent grain
boundary for the <32 µm>-grain sample. (d) PL spectra showing a similar emission wavelength
regardless of the grain sizes; the difference of PL intensity at around the apparent grain boundary
for the <32 µm> grain is highlighted (spot Gb1 and spot Gb2). PL effective lifetime maps
(integrating time-trace decay that is a convolution of trap-assisted, radiative, and Auger
recombination processes) with 4 ± 1.7 µm (e), 32 ± 7 µm (f), and 54 ± 17 µm (g) grain sizes. (h)
Time-resolved PL decay traces showing a faster PL decay for samples with smaller grain sizes.
For the sample with medium-sized grains, the PL lifetime near the apparent grain boundary
always exhibits a slower decay (spot GB) as compared to its grain interior. The recombination
coefficients are extracted by fitting the PL decay traces (black lines). All scale bars (Figure 3a-c,
and e-g) are 50 µm.

Figure 3. Statistical correlation of grain
sizes and optoelectronic properties of
CH3NH3PbBr3

perovskite.

(a)

The

effective carrier lifetimes (τeff) versus grain
sizes. The τeff is extracted from the PL
decay traces where each point represents an
area mapping of 80 µm ⋅ 80 µm size within
the same substrate; right y-axis: the kernel
distribution (with a bandwidth of h =
0.337)78 is to illustrate the distributions of
the extracted τeff; top x-axis: distributions
of grain sizes

from EBSD (identical to

Figure 1g). (b) minority carrier diffusion
length (LD) versus grain size; the LD values
are extracted from steady-state photocarrier

grating

measurements

(SSPG)

across scanning areas of ~0.5 cm ⋅ 0.5 cm;
the

y-error

bars

represent

linear

propagation of error from the measurement,
while

x-error

bars

represent

a

95%

confidence interval. (c) carrier mobility
(µeff) versus grain size; the data is
calculated from each data point of τeff
(Figure 3a) and the LD values (Figure 3b).
All measurements were conducted on identical samples with nearly the same spot area.

Figure 4. Modelling the characteristics of
solar

cells

and

photoluminescence

quantum yield with different grain sizes
of CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite. (a) simulated
I-V curve showing that larger grain size
increases Voc. This correlation becomes
randomized when the heterogeneity of grain
size (the experimental standard deviation) is
introduced into the model (the inset). Colors
have the same labels in both panels. (b)
Simulated PLQY as a function of the carrier
density for different grain sizes using
experimentally determined parameters; the
PLQY at higher fluence is mainly limited by
Auger recombination with two limiting
values chosen from the literature79,80.

